Addition and Subtraction

Try these calculations:
Eg. 5 + 3 = 8

9+4=
13+6=
7+13=
33+8=
7+42=
78+5=
4+87=

Number Bonds – Use your number bonds to fill in the missing numbers.
9–4=5

6-2=
15-4=
24-5=
32-1=
51-3=
73-7=
94-8=

Half of 0 is __
Half of 12 is __
Half of 14 is __
Half of 16 is __
Half of 18 is __

__ + 0 = 20

__ + 2 = 10

__ + 10 = 20

__ + 3 = 10

__ + 4 = 20

__ + 4 = 10

__ + 16 = 20

__ + 5 = 10

__ + 8 = 20

Addition and Subtraction Missing Number Word Problems
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Fractions
Try these calculations:
Eg. Half of 4 is 2

__ + 0 = 10

Write the number sentence for each one e.g. 8 - 3 = 5 and draw your number lines. Read
carefully! Remember for subtraction missing number calculations, when the missing number is
the difference, you start with the smaller number and count your jumps up to the total.
EG. 8 - __ = 5 I need to do three jumps to get to 8 so the answer is 3

A quarter of 4 is 1

1.

A quarter of 20 is __
A quarter of 24 is __
A quarter of 28 is __
A quarter of 1 is __
A quarter of 2 is __

Fin has 8 blue trucks and Sarah has 2 blue trucks. What is the difference
between the number of trucks they each own?

2. Will had 14 fish. Antonia gave him some more and now he has 23 fish. How
many fish did Antonia give him?
3. Mrs Jenkins gave Miss Walters 34 stickers and now Miss Walters has 40. How
many did she have to begin with?
4. Iman did 50 star jumps and Sham did 57. What is the difference between them?

Addition and Subtraction

Try these calculations:
Eg. 5 + 3 = 8

9+4=13
13+6=19
7+13=20
33+8=41
7+42=49
78+5=83
4+87=91

Number Bonds – Use your number bonds to fill in the missing numbers.
9–4=5

6-2=4
15-4=11
24-5=19
32-1=31
51-3=48
73-7=66
94-8=86

Half of 0 is _0_
Half of 12 is _6_
Half of 14 is _7_
Half of 16 is _8_
Half of 18 is _9_

_20_ + 0 = 20

_8_ + 2 = 10

_10_ + 10 = 20

_7_ + 3 = 10

_16_ + 4 = 20

_6_ + 4 = 10

_4_ + 16 = 20

_5_ + 5 = 10

_12_ + 8 = 20

Addition and Subtraction Missing Number Word Problems

2

Fractions
Try these calculations:
Eg. Half of 4 is 2

_10_ + 0 = 10

Write the number sentence for each one e.g. 8 - 3 = 5 and draw your number lines. Read
carefully! Remember for subtraction missing number calculations, when the missing number is
the difference, you start with the smaller number and count your jumps up to the total.
EG. 8 - __ = 5 I need to do three jumps to get to 8 so the answer is 3

A quarter of 4 is 1

1.

A quarter of 20 is _5_
A quarter of 24 is _6_
A quarter of 28 is _7_
A quarter of 1 is _ ¼ _
A quarter of 2 is _ ½ _

Fin has 8 blue trucks and Sarah has 2 blue trucks. What is the difference
between the number of trucks they each own? 8 - 6 = 2

2. Will had 14 fish. Antonia gave him some more and now he has 23 fish. How
many fish did Antonia give him? 14 + 9 = 23
3. Mrs Jenkins gave Miss Walters 34 stickers and now Miss Walters has 40. How
many did she have to begin with? 34 + 6 = 40
4. Iman did 50 star jumps and Sham did 57. What is the difference between them?
57 - 7 = 50

Time – Keep practising
Quarter past 11:

Quarter to 11:

What time is it?

Multiplication – representing multiplying by 10
Keep practising counting in 2s, 5s and 10s. Try to make sure you know
these tables by heart.
This week, I’m going to teach you how to multiply using repeated
addition. 3 times 2 is the same as 3 groups of 2. This is one way of
representing your maths pictorially. Can you represent your 10 times
table pictorially?
Eg. 3x10=30 (3 groups of 10 equals 30) (3 lots of 10 makes 30)

Remember to log into Education City and Bug Club to complete your online learning!

Measure - Let’s learn about volume and capacity
Volume is how we measure how full something of a liquid. When
we measure liquid (like water), we usually measure how full it is in
millilitres (ml) or litres (L). 1L is 1000ml. Can you compare volume
using full, empty, half full?

Want to do even more?
Please browse the KS1 section in Espresso for more fun videos and activities around
our learning.

Espresso has a lot of facts about materials. BBC Bitesize also has a section on Galaxy
Pugs all about materials.
Watch Miss Walters teaching phonics on YouTube and keep practising your phonics
lessons with her at: https://www.youtube.com/user/NLWalters1

Geography

English - The Highway Rat
You can find the story on:
https:bbc.co.uk/programmes/b09kkt1k

or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMwu8-j-euA
If you cannot read the story you can still describe the cake shop using this picture:

Wealdstone is a town. It has lots of buildings, lots of
traffic and lots of people.
Can you name these buildings?

Look at the picture and describe what you can see in the cake
shop. What objects can you see?

Here are some
words to help you.
Try to use positional
language:
under
over
beside
above
next to on top of
behind cakes
biscuits sheep
basket

Make sure you check your learning for full stops,
capital letters and finger spaces.

Can you see woods
and fields in
Wealdstone?

Church

Clock Tower

Station

Car Park

Use the sheet or copy the learning into your book.

Library

Science – Materials

Geography/PSHE
Wealdstone has many buildings for us to use. Can
you say what they are for?

Shop

Station

Library

Materials have different properties – like if they are hard,
soft, flexible, waterproof and more. Can you sort these
materials into groups according to their properties? Some
materials are hard and some are soft.
Plastic is a tricky one – think of different types of toys made
of plastic. Do they all feel the same? Which part of the
circles could you put plastic in?
wood

metal
Hard

Football Stand

Car Park

Here is a sentence to start you off:
We can borrow books from the library.

Which is your favourite shop?

glass

paper
Soft

plastic

fabric

stone

Handwriting – Copy the sentences carefully.
Make sure the letter tails hang down below the line for

y p g q
A baby sheep is called a lamb.

Art
You live in a building in a town – it may be a flat or
a house. Can you create a picture of the building
you live in? Here are some examples.

_________________________________________

The farmer grows food for us to eat.
_________________________________________

Apples and pears grow on trees.
_________________________________________

“Don’t lose your hat ”, shouted Mum.
_________________________________________

Your picture can be
of the front or the
back of your
building.
You can use crayons, felt tips, paints, pastels –
any medium you like.

Science – Materials

Geography

Answers!!!
Metal and plastic are sometimes hard and sometimes soft –
think about tin foil and cling film, they are both soft, but steel
is hard and so are plastic lunch boxes.
Hard

Soft

wood
stone
glass

Clock Tower

paper
metal
plastic

fabric
Library

Car Park

Station

Church

